JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Capital Asset Management
➢ For asset intensive industries “equipment is the name of the game.”
JD Edwards Capital Asset Management, is key to keeping your
equipment up and running, maximizing return on assets and
extending equipment life.

Lifecycle of an Asset: Cradle-to-Grave Functionality
with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
PLAN

ACQUIRE

• Capital Budgets
• Repair vs Replace
• Capacity Planning

RETIRE & DISPOSE
• Salvage Value
• Gains and Losses

TRACK, COST & BILL
• Location Tracking
• Time Accounting &
Billing

Plan

Retire &

• Procurement
• Capital Projects

Acquire

Commission

Dispose

Track, Cost
& Bill

Operate &
Maintain

COMMISSION

• Installation and
Startup
• Depreciation

OPERATE & MAINTAIN
• Assign and Schedule
• Corrective, Preventive &
Predictive Maintenance

➢ Capital Asset Management provides complete visibility across
equipment to facilitate financial and operational decisions
optimizing performance throughout the assets’ lifecycle; from
acquisition, to daily use, to scheduled maintenance and retirement.
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JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Capital Asset Management
➢ Capital equipment is critical to your operation. Your goal each day
is to get more value out of your mobile and fixed-plant
equipment by minimizing unplanned downtime so that you can
maximize productivity with your capital equipment.
Costs to Equipment

Issue to a Work Order

Work
Orders

Equipment

Raise a Work Order

Receive into Inventory

Inventory

Create a Commitment

Purchase
Orders

Trigger a Purchase Order

➢ Capital Asset Management is fully integrated with other key
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne applications, including HR, financials,
inventory, purchasing, projects, and service and warranty.

The Core of Equipment Maintenance: Work Orders

Work Order
Created
The lifecycle
begins when
someone raises
a work request.
Work orders
can also be
automatically
generated from
preventive
maintenance
schedules.

Plan
Work

Schedule
Work

The planner
After planning
evaluates the
comes
job, plans parts,
scheduling,
resources &
where work
contractors, and orders need to
estimates for
be carefully
each of the
scheduled
work order
down to the
tasks the hours week or day, in
needed to
order to avoid
complete them. any disruption
to production.

Execute
Work

Review
Work

Accounting
Close

“Data is the
seed, and
information is
the harvest.”
Documenting
how an issue
was resolved
helps teams
know how to
manage and
prevent future
problems.

For any tightly
run
organization,
the review
process is an
integral step in
the lifecycle.
These notes
and analysis of
failures are
game changers
for any
successful
enterprise.

This final step
locks the work
order down,
makes sure all
of the vendors
have been paid
and that
maintenance
expenses have
been allocated
correctly.
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